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Ask Club Views On Fee Increase

Difficulties encountered in apportioning the $700 available for club appropriations riveted the interest of a higher student activity fee at Wednesday’s meeting of the Inter-Club Board.

The meeting was held tomorrow in Lounge C. The freshman class, will be held tomorrow from 9-4 in Lounge C. The freshman class, will be held tomorrow from 9-4 in Lounge C.

Gallagher, Krakower Set Speeches Before Council

President Buell G. Gallagher has accepted Student Council’s invitation to attend the SC meeting Friday at 4 in the Faculty-Student Lounge. Dr. Hyman Krakower, chairman of the Hygiene Department, who will also attend the meeting.

Both Dr. Gallagher and Dr. Krakower will discuss the recent presidential directive on the amount of hours that members of the Hygiene Department should be paid for.

Dr. Gallagher said that he asked Professor Krakower to attend the meeting because he thought “it is better for both of us to speak at one time and clarify the matter.”

Council President Hamsel Gueller said: "All students will be invited, but since the room has a limited seating capacity, we will be given on a first come, first served basis.

President Gallagher was a bit perplexed at the College press for putting page one emphasis on stories attacking the President’s recent Chicago speech. Gallagher said: "I’ve noticed that many papers and at least one editorial page this week, but that’s the Press played Daley (Arthur Daley of the New York Times) on page one."

The regular press conference, the president attended a Hygiene Department meeting which attacked the president for his appearance in the general faculty with the department’s problem.

To Discuss Sports Row This Friday

Uniforming of Guards Promised: School Wins First Round

The Baruch School has won half its battle for protection against pilferage and thievery.

A meeting was held in Dean Norton’s office Friday at which were present persons who are interested in the problem set forth in THE TICKER’s editorials of March 4th and 8th. Seated around the conference table were Dean Thomas I. Norton; Robert Petrose, long-time chief of the College’s Plant and Maintenance Department; Kenneth G. Fleming, his recently appointed successor; and the editor of this newspaper.

The shortage of guards and watchmen at the School was the first problem to be considered. It was pointed out that the uniformed guard stationed in the building was not replaced upon his retirement last year. Mr. Petrose explained that, in actuality, the vacancy was filled by the addition of a new foreman on the P&M staff. At that time a new campaign was getting underway to improve the physical condition of the 23rd Street Building. Thievery and pilferage were not as great a problem then as they are today.

School Wins First Round

Under present day circumstances, it was pointed out, the building is under-guarded and both student and School property is left unprotected. At the present time there is no watchman on duty during the greater number of the Day Session hours.

Unfortunately, the P&M head explained, the budgetary restrictions placed upon the College prevented the employment of additional personnel at this time. However, the entire building staff from

Dean Norton

This is the second in a series of editorial articles dealing with the problem of pilferage and thievery at the Baruch School.

Art Field

Last Day to File

Elective Cards

Today is the last day for filing elective cards with the registrar’s office, third floor. Students should have a decided advantage over those who do not.

Mr. Atkins, secretary to the faculty, said that the College has approximately forty students who are still undecided about their courses of study.

A Site Funds Wait City OK

The City Planning Commission request for two million dollars to acquire a site for a building to be used by the Police Academy and The Baruch School was submitted to the Board of Estimate.

The plan, if approved, will be funded in the City’s capital budget for next year.

Although the cost of the site was quoted at two million dollars, the actual construction cost was estimated at approximately $3,000,000.

Part of the new building will be devoted to the Academy and will be entirely separate section will be occupied by the Baruch School.
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Play Presented


Special Elections Slaled: Frosh Choose Officers

Special elections to fill class and Student Council vacancies, will be held tomorrow from 9-4 in Lounge C. The freshman class elected its officers and representatives Friday in the City Chapel.

Ronald Rubis was elected president and Leonne Belovsky, Moscow student and Shop Osborne were named as vice-president, secretary and treasurer, respectively. Jochnick, Mal Parness, and Harvey Wittgenstein were chosen as Student Council representatives.

The organizing committee co-chairs, Jerry Berke and Howie Cohen, announced that campaigning tomorrow’s elections must be over today.

Fay Lash and Harvey Maurer, running unopposed for secretary and SC rep in the upper class. No petitions were entered for the vacancies in the low er senior class, which lacks a treasurer and secretary and two council reps.

Stu Rossenthal, SC aspirant, is the only candidate for office in Lower 56. Lower juniors will vote for a vice-president, treasurer and secretary; Oson Flesh, Aaron Saffronwend and Law.

(Continued on Page 4)
**SC Reestablishes Old Award Setup**

**Blood Drive Set**

The International Sorority Bureau will present Professor David P. Parker at a blood drive on April 12, according to the Bureau's President, William F. Graham. The entire student body is encouraged to participate in the drive.

**UN Debate Scheduled**

A debate between two speakers will be held in the University Union on April 12. The speakers will debate the question of whether the United Nations is a success or a failure.

**Hillel to Hear Sadofsky**

Mr. Stanley Sadofsky of the University of Miami will speak at the Hillel Student Association on April 12. His topic will be the importance of Jewish culture in the modern world.

**Sigma Alpha Elects Nine to Membership**

Nine students have been elected to the Sigma Alpha fraternity. The new members are: Michael Cohen, Robert Geisman, Baruch Schrire, Robert Schrire, Joseph Posner, Harold Shein, and Stanley Sadofsky.

**FAX**

The Mor-Bro Co. offers a new line of casual suits. The suits are designed by Robert Sadofsky, University of Miami.
School to supply us with necessary information for our problem. The results of Fogg's meeting were interpreted by the board of co-operative effort.

To Dean Norton, "cooperative" is a byword. In the ten years he has been Dean he has been forever trying to iron out the student body toward the solution of problems facing the college. He has been interested in student affairs as an unerring guide in his work and in our meeting we found this belief understood.

A Welcome Move

One of the major reasons is that in Baruch is that we can no longer secure a good job. A good job is one which pays more than $500 a month, which is the average salary of a Baruchian. It won't be too far off, so sure a job. You are not earning money, a rather sad state of affairs. The big problem is insurance. How can you start making money with such a situation? To be sure, if you say means paying off a substantia.

If I were to take the bar, it would be that Baruch can remove the problem of flying. John has not only confined his interest in the field of flying, but he can boast of a CAA license. In four years he gave instruction in instrument flying, radio navigation, and aerobatics. John also owns and drives his own plane and can boast of a CAA license. In four years he gave instruction in instrument flying, radio navigation, and aerobatics.

School of Advertising

ELMONT, N.Y.-On March 15, 1955, it was announced, by Editor-in-Chief Al N. Schiffren, that the school of advertising of the University of the State of New York, had been given the name of the "High School 1, Mud Crawling 20, Bayard Rustin, 40." This is but a small indication of the progress of the school and the way things are going on at the school.

Vice-President of the largest advertising company in the U.S., Mr. Millard Fillmore, president, (Nobody's done anything for him) is a drama filled with inner meaning. However, there is more about this show.

The Obsequious Tom as done by Irv Scher was a brightening agent toward the solution of problems facing the student body. Kalb handled a difficult part in admirable style. His barroom philosophy, and general outlook on life was a delight to see.

The pin-ball fiend, who was on stage for most of the show was a welcome move. The pin-ball fiend is a typical character. He is a man who is close to the average student's lack of money and is well aware of its need.

Patrician's Day will arrive on March 17th. It will be a day to remember. It will be a day to remember.

The Retailing Department has planned a fashion tour of Europe which may be the answer to every girl's dream. They have planned a trip to Paris and London. This trip will include the standard tourist attractions, in addition to a trip to the Continent. The trip will be a welcome move.

The purpose of these drills is to make the students aware of the dangers of the high ground. They are also intended to make the students aware of the dangers of the high ground. The purpose of these drills is to make the students aware of the dangers of the high ground. The purpose of these drills is to make the students aware of the dangers of the high ground.

In the midst of the cactus brush, Mr. Plant next found himself in the cactus brush, Mr. Plant next found himself in the cactus brush.

Bogorod

All that is most enjoyed in Bogorod is the beauty of its rural setting and the beauty of its surroundings. The beauty of Bogorod is the beauty of its surroundings. The beauty of Bogorod is the beauty of its surroundings.

Theatre in Review

"The Time of Your Life" by Jerome Greenberg

Theatre's production of "The Time of Your Life" is an attempt to understand and evaluate the problems that face the average American today. The past few summers, the play, written by William Saroyan, has been performed in many places. The play is a study of the life of a small town, and the relationships of the characters involved. The play is a study of the life of a small town, and the relationships of the characters involved.

A number of those scenes were the successes of the last-Joe, Tom, and the others. Unfortunately, the play also has its failures, which are not as well executed. The play is a study of the life of a small town, and the relationships of the characters involved.

The play is a study of the life of a small town, and the relationships of the characters involved. The play is a study of the life of a small town, and the relationships of the characters involved.

The play is a study of the life of a small town, and the relationships of the characters involved.

The play is a study of the life of a small town, and the relationships of the characters involved.
New Coach Lauds
City Baseball Longs '55ers Sketch Final Plans

Up in the same "nook" of Lewiston Beach, where the City College baseball team is working out in semi-temporary quarters, John La Place is backing his new job as Lafayette coach. He must have a great

The termination of a successful final season is the primary goal of the Class of 1956.

It was a first year, on April 9, 1956, to the Senior Class baseball. That was the last occasion in which the class can assemble on the field. La Place will be dealt to Lafayette League from 12 to 2. Members of the team will be present.

For the interest of the Class 1956, then, there is nothing to be gained by mentioning the Lafayette League. Lafayette League will still maintain the world.

Little left to mention now is the Lafayette League, which last saw a baseball game in 1955.

The infidel that La Place has been attempting to fulfill the call to play baseball. He says that "the boys have been hitting the ball until now. The first year will be very necessary. We have a great individual talent, individual ability, and individual spirit. All the boys have lacked behind in the first year is the Lafayette League. Lafayette League has a great deal to offer now. Lafayette League will be a great individual base to play baseball.

Lafayette League will be...
Lucia, Fencing Head, May Give Resignation

By Steve Mann

Fencing Coach Edward F. Lucia has submitted a tentative resignation to Dr. Hyman Krakower, Chairman of the Hygiene Department, THE TICKER yesterday.

The resignation was tendered because Lucia would have had to cut back a teaching load this semester, with a corresponding decrease in salary. Unless he is restored to a full schedule next term, his resignation will become definite.

Mr. Lucia became fencing coach at City upon the retirement of Professor James Montague. He was highly recommended both by Montague and George Fusari, Head Coach of the United States Olympic Fencing team. Lucia had previously coached at St. Peter's College and the Riverside Country School.

In September of 1954 he was elected to those quarters of a fencing line and in January, 1956 to his present status of one-half line.

During his stay at the College, the fencers have won championships in competition conducted by the American Fencers League of America and compiled a winning record in their dual meets.

"I always dreamed of taking Professional Writings. It was my ambition to become City College's Coach, as I had watched City fencers become Olympic and National Champions. I hoped to continue working in an atmosphere in which I am completely at home, where the faculty and student body is second to none," replied Lucia when quizzed upon his reaction to leaving.

The final adjudication of the

Swimmers Capture Fourth in Title Vie

By Ralph Sobovinsky

The City College swimming team completed its season under the tutelage of mentor George "Red" Wolfe with a mark of 58-52. with Jerry Sherfeld tallied 13 points for the points respectively. Irv Schoenfeld—freshman downed the Business school rivals. They defeated the Polanskymen with 20 ami 14 Marv Steinberg—CCNY-Rider contest, the Beaver 17 points.

Beavers, 72-51, as John Iven—Commerce Five Ends leaving.

The final adjudication of the

Sports Five Ends Successful Campaign

By David Golipsky

The Baruch school basketball team completed its season under the tutelage of mentor George "Red" Wolfe with a mark of 58-52. with Jerry Sherfeld tallied 13 points for the points respectively. Irv Schoenfeld—freshman downed the Business school rivals. They defeated the Polanskymen with 20 ami 14 Marv Steinberg—CCNY-Rider contest, the Beaver 17 points.

Beavers, 72-51, as John Iven—Commerce Five Ends leaving.

The final adjudication of the

Fencers Succumb in Late Bouts; Finish Seventh in Title Contest

City College was right in the thick of the twelve-team fight for the Eastern Intercollegiate Fencing Championship at the Bronx' Concours Plaza Hotel Saturday night until they fell apart in the saber matches. They wound up a disappointing seventh.

Up to this point, City was a strong third, fourth points behind Navy, and six points behind Cornell, the eventual winner. The Bladesmen could only win 13 of 23 matches in the saber. They had made a strong showing in the epee, accumulating 23 points to Navy's 27. With Citytie Aubrey Seeman covering individual honors, the Beavers finished third in the epee. They had lost their first nine epee bouts, placing first in the 200-yard breast-stroke, and in doing so, set a new City College record for that event with a time of 2:34.1. Howie Schloemer was one second behind Jim Zurcher of Pitt in the 220-yard free-style race for the Lavender. The winning time was 2:17.2.

Junior Aubrey Seeman also finished third in the 500-yard medley relay race, finishing fourth in the final. Schloemer had settled for second place in the 440-yard free-style race behind Zurcher and Bill Furrer, both from Pittsburgh. Zurcher, who completed the distance in a time of 4:58.8, also beat out Schloemer in this event last year.

The next event saw Beaver Tony Sousa finish the 150-yard individual medley race in third place. The winner was Warner White of Pittsburgh, in a time of 3:56.5. Furrer of Lehigh finished second.

The Lavender also placed third in the 500-yard medley relay race, with Serra, Kellog, and Johnson trailing swimmers from Pittsburgh and Rutgers to the finish line.
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